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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As it known, ‘The Kerala Minerals and Metals Limited’ (KMML) is a Government of Kerala
undertaking Public Sector Unit operating as a flagship unit and constantly generating profits &
paying dividends to the exchequer.
KMML is the world’s first fully integrated Titanium Dioxide facility having operations from heavy
beach sand mining to Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) Pigment and Titanium Sponge Manufacturing. It is
the only manufacturer of chloride-route rutile grade TiO2 pigment in India. The product mix also
covers minerals such as Rutile, Zircon & Sillimanite and is being sold as such from the manufacturing
unit. KMML has three units of operation viz. Mineral Separation unit (MS), Titanium pigment unit
(TP) and Titanium Sponge Plant (TSP). KMML mines operate in the coastal stretch extending
between Neendakara -Kayamkulam and in the apportioned blocks.
MS unit of the Company was a private company under M/s. F X Pereira & Sons and which got
acquired by Government of Kerala in the year 1956. TP unit of the company was commissioned in
the year 1984 with TiO2 manufacturing capacity of 22,000 MTPA. Later, the plant was upgraded and
TiO2 production capacity was increased to 40,000 MTPA by in-house Research and Development
efforts. In 2011, KMML with funding from Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC) commissioned a
500 TPA Titanium Sponge Plant (TSP).
In 2020-21, the company has clocked gross revenue of around Rs 782 Crores and a PBT of Rs.112
Crores (provisional). Net worth is around Rs.880 Crores and with a strong balance sheet in hand. The
main business of the Company is manufacturing and sale of various grades Titanium Dioxide
pigments.
On the supply side, Global Titanium Dioxide industry has not attracted significant investment due to
high capital, largely the production capacities have increased by debottlenecking in western region
and in China. The consumption for Titanium Dioxide pigment in India is around 3,50,000 MTPA, 1518 % of which is met from domestic production and rest from imports.
We have been directed from RIAB, Govt. of Kerala, to prepare a brief master plan report envisaging
the future growth of the Company in a long term perspective. Accordingly, a ten year prospective
plan has been prepared by the Company collecting the available data’s and with some thumb level
costing towards few items.
MASTER BUSINESS PLAN-KMML

As above, the master plan envisages growth of the factory in terms of its capacity viz. expansion in
mineral separation unit, Titanium pigment unit and product diversification. It is also envisaged to
bring the Company at par with the global standard so as to remain competent and sustainable in
the industry. The master plan report also gives stress to become environmentally sustainable in the
production process and to become a strategic company in the arena of Indian Industrial sector.
This report also looks into the other aspects like better utilization of resources, long term growth,
focusing on reduction of cost of production, identifying its constraints & opportunities, better
efficiency, IT strategy & inventory management etc. Market of the various major products is also
given prime importance for taking proactive decisions in the business.
10 year master plan envisages the growth of company from a 40000 MTPA TiO2 pigment
production capacity plant to 100000 MTPA. Apart, the process would get greener & diversification
by venturing into the production of pearlescent pigment, nano pigments etc. are envisaged. Road
map split up of various enhancement and efficiency program are as detailed in the report. The very
basic idea is to cover three segments of manufacturing business viz. TiO2 pigment capacity
expansion, Non TiO2 & product diversification.
Summary of this report in PPT form is attached as below.

MASTER BUSINESS PLAN-KMML
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INTRODUCTION
• KMML has three units Viz. Mineral separation unit (MS unit), Titanium dioxide pigment unit (TP unit) and
Titanium sponge plant (TSP).
• KMML manufactures 8 different grades of TiO2 (main business product) , Zircon, Sillimanite, Rutile , TiCL4 and
Titanium sponge
PDN UNIT

PRODUCT

RATED CAPACITY

PDN
2020-21

CAPACITY UTILIZATION
2020-21

MS Unit

Ilmenite

61,600 TPA

30,000MT

48.70 % *

Rutile

4,400 TPA

594 MT

13.50 % *

Zircon

6,500 TPA

1982 MT

30.50 %*

Sillimanite

3,500 TPA

3,757 MT

107.00 % **

TP Unit

TiO2

40,000 TPA

30444 TPA

76.11 %

TSP

Ti sponge

500 TPA

259 TPA

51.80 %

* Due to availability of lean sand & almost exhausted mining resources in Block−3. Currently mining operation
in Block−3 only
** Sillimanite technology upgraded recently
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Particulars
TiO2 Production
(in MT)
TiO2 Sales (in MT)

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

31256

34120

33514

30217

30444

37747

31867

35036

31000

31356

72704

74058

82970

71252

78200

2882.12

18110

16464

4359

11200

2194

12956

11662

3120

8400 (Prov)

Turnover (Rs. in Lakh)

PBT (Rs. in Lakh)
PAT (Rs. in Lakh)

Current Net worth of the Company is Rs. 880 Crores
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MARKET SCENARIO & FORECAST
Parameter

TiO2

Domestic demand −
Current

3.5 Lakh MTPA

Production capacity−
Global

75 Lakh MTPA

Production capacity−
Domestic

0.8 Lakh MTPA

Domestic demand − 5
years (By 2026)

4.5 Lakh MTPA

CAGR−Global
CAGR−Domestic

3.7% −5 years
5.1% −5 years.

Zircon
0.53 Lakh MTPA

17 Lakh MTPA

0.33 Lakh MTPA

0.75 Lakh MTPA

3.5 % −5 years
7 % −5 years.

Sillimanite

Rutile

0.40 Lakh MTPA

0.43 Lakh MTPA

0.75 Lakh MTPA

0.35 Lakh MTPA

7.50 Lakh MTPA

0.20 Lakh MTPA

0.50 Lakh MTPA

0.60 Lakh MTPA

4.2 % −5 years

3.5 % −5 years

4.7 % −5 years.

7 % −5 years.

Per capita consumption of Titanium products in India is 0.4 kg − Per capita consumption in developed countries
is 5 kg
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SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
− Only Integrated Manufacturer
in India
STRENGTHS
−−
−

−-

WEAKNESS
− Penetration to the socio
economic factors in mining
WEAKNESS
area,
labour,
oxide
disposal
etc.
Availability
of feedstock
resource
& mining limited to
Only Integrated
Manufacturer
in India
- Penetration to the socio economic factors in mining
PSU’s.
have disposal
limited access
area,initiative
labour, oxide
etc. in the industry
Availability of feedstock resource & mining limited to − R&D
Location
Technology
and
aged
plantin the industry
PSU’s. access to mine & scope for diversified product −- Guarded
R&D initiative have limited access
with demand on Ti derivative
−
Non
competitive
capacity
in
global
Location access to mine & scope for diversified product - Guarded Technology and aged plantmarket
Better
financialon
position
with demand
Ti derivative
−- Non
impure
iron oxidecapacity
generation
from market
ARP
competitive
in global
Skilled
staff
Better technical
financial position
- impure iron oxide generation from ARP
Skilled technical staff
SWOT
SWOT

THREATS
− Mining front challenges
& mining land acquisition
THREATS

OPPORTUNITIES
− TiO2 market demand
and growth
OPPORTUNITIES

−- Mining
Environmental
Sustainability
front challenges
& mining land acquisition
−- Environmental
High level expansion
in China
Sustainability

−- Depletion
of demand
feedstockand
around
globe
TiO2 market
growth
−- Steady
growth
of end−user
industries
Depletion
of feedstock
around
globe

−- High
cost in China
High production
level expansion
−- Lack
Technology
updation in TiO2 process
Highof
production
cost

−- Steady
High capital
intensive
industry
& reduced entry
growth
of end-user
industries

−- Depletion
of Groundupdation
water in TiO2 process
Lack of Technology

- High capital intensive industry & reduced entry

- Depletion of Ground water

SWOT ANALYSIS
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MINING RESERVES
•

Ilmenite is the basic raw material for TiO2 pigment & Ti−Sponge/Metal. Major producers of ilmenite are
China, Australia, South Africa and India.

•

In India, ilmenite is found in regions like Tamilnadu, Kerala, Odisha, Maharashtra etc. Total Ilmenite
reserves in India are around 350 million MT.

•

Neendakara−Kayamkulam coastal stretch (22.5 KM) is blessed with abundant availability of heavy mineral
sand. This area is divided into 8 blocks. Blocks−1,3,5 & 7 apportioned to KMML and Blocks 2,4,6 & 8 to
IREL for mining.

•

Block−3 − in mining operation from past and is nearing completion. Reserves available in other blocks are
as below
Sl No.

Area

HM Sand (Lakh MT)

1.

Block−1− Neendakara

47.27

2.

Block−5−Alappad

52.69

3.

Block−7− Puthupally− KPRM

217.47
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RESOLVING CURRENT CHALLENGES
CHALLENGES

REMEDIES

OUTCOME

Ensuring in house
Raw
ilmenite (RI)
quantity
and quality

• Establishing mining in Block 1,5 & 7
• Resolving mining issues in Block−3 viz.
Kovilthottam
• LTA with IREL under process and Global tender for
RI sourcing is live
• DPR under preparation for improved RI recovery
and quality improvement

Full fledged operation of MS unit
to produce RI at its rated
capacity of 63000 TPA
RI from MS and IREL for full rated
TiO2 production (40000 TPA) and
for expansion.
Improved TiO2 plant operations.

Impure iron oxide
(IO) generation

ARP technology modifications to produce saleable
IO. Global tender is live

Continuous and rated operation
of IBP for rated BI production
(55000 TPA),
Sale of IO for Industrial use

High IO pond level

• Disposal of IO to outside. 10000 MT order
placed. KSPCB consent in progress.
• EOI for the removal of chloride content from stock
piled IO

Operation of IBP with out the
constraint of IO pond level

• Order placed for new pressure filter & dryer plant
at Rs. 75 Cr.
• Tenders are live for new equipments like
compressors, Tickle pre−heaters etc.
• Action in progress for new efficient boiler & few
others in pipeline

Improving on stream up time for
rated TiO2 production & with
better throughput.
These plans would address fuel
cost reduction.

Old & obsolete
Equipments in few
areas
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COST OF PRODUCTION
30%
30%

28%

25%
23%
20%

15%

10%
7%

5%

7%

0%

3%

RAW
EMPLOYEE
MATERIALS
COST

2%

FUEL

POWER

STORES &
SPARE

REPAIRS

SELLING &
ADMIN

Effective measures are planned to reduce employee (recruitment to fill vacant posts,
improved plant capacity utilization etc.) and fuel cost (Efficiency improvement plans
discussed in coming slides)
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ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
The following Environmental matters are addressed for urgent actions
•

Environmental clearance for Block−3−Ponmana mining land is under processing. Under SEIAA approval
processing.

•

Environmental clearance for Block−1−Neendakara mining land is under processing. Public hearing stage
has been completed & EMP study in progress.

•

Consent to Operate the factory from KSPCB is being processed.

•

Consent to move iron oxide as part of Iron Oxide disposal is being secured by the Contractor

•

Afforestation drive to mitigate environmental impact is being done continuously.
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ADDRESSING POLLUTION
With the implementation of following plans, TiO2 manufacturing process would get greener by addressing
the pollution factors threatening. Details are explained in the slides of term plan.
• Deletion of impure iron oxide (IO) source by ARP plant technology modifications. Global tender is live
Iron Oxide for generating saleable form Iron Oxide.

• New effluent treatment plant (ETP) mplementation.DPR prepared and submitted to KSPCB
ETP

ETP
Recovery

IO Stocked

• Recovering valuable minerals from waste sludges. Technology under evaluation to recover BI ore and
Coke recovery.

• De−chlorination of stockpiled iron Oxide in ponds. Pilot plant process being explored.
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OTHER IMPROVEMENTS-PLANNED
•

Implementation of small scale value added units from MS minerals other than ilmenite viz.
manufacturing welding electrodes (Rutile), Zr. Flour, Sillimanite Flour etc. − Feasibility study planned.

•

Incentivisation of constructive suggestions, ideas etc.

•

Existing ERP got upgraded recently. Implementation of SAP software for improving system efficiency is
planned as next step.

•

Latest technology & Energy efficient equipments procurement for replacement, new installation etc.
would be incorporated into the system. R&D studies initiated for IR reflective TiO2 pigment, Organo
Titanates,Lithium Titanates, Tickle smoke ammuniiton application etc.

•

Global EOI planned for upgrading the technology side especially improving the Tickle Production
(Addition of vertical feed, efficient condensation etc.) and also to other areas like Chlorination plant.

•

Regular Energy audits and implementation of recommendations timely. KMML clinched ‘Kerala State
Energy Conservation Awards −2019 & 2020’. Steam and Water audits are also done for implementation.

•

Regular follow up with GOI for keeping Import duty at least at current level.

•

Requesting Government for a mechanism to allow fast track Plan approvals and more autonomy to
Board.
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IMPROVEMENTS/SUGGESTIONS
• Improved planning of Maintenance schedule. Keeping availability of pre−fabricated spares in
possible areas to reduce replacement time.
• Exploring feasibility of ore purification plant and implementing the same.
• Long term tie up for strategic raw materials to ensure continuous and ready flow of required
materials in the supply chain. Associating with agencies like MMTC/NMDC/IREL etc. for global
sourcing of RI.
• Requesting Government to declare the mining area as strategic, formulating timely plan for
rehabilitation of mining evictees etc.
• Initiating oceanographic studies for sea dredging heavy minerals.
• Improved monitoring of raw material & utility consumption pattern and thereby
wastages timely.
• High end Training and Development of Employees in Institutions like IIM’s/IIT’s etc.

reducing
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VISIONING NEXT 10 YEARS ROAD MAP
•

The following approach has been vision out for the preparation of next 10 years road map.
NEXT 10 YEARS ROAD MAP- KMML

CAPACITY EXPANSION OF
TIO2 PRODUCTION PROCESS
A. TIO2− 36000 TPA TO 40000
TPA BY 2023−24 (SHORT
TERM).
B. TIO2− 40000 TPA TO 70000
TPA BY 2025−26(MEDIUM
TERM).
C. TIO2− 70000 TPA TO 100000
TPA BY 2030−31(LONG TERM).

TI- PRODUCT
DIVERSIFICATION
A. COMMERCIAL SCALE NANO
TIO2 PLANT(2022−25).
B. COMMERCIAL SCALE
PEARLESCENT TIO2
PIGMENT(2022−27)
C. HYDROBHOBIC GRADE TIO2
PIGMENT(2022−23)
D. TITANIUM METAL ,ALLOY &
SPONGE(2025−30)

NON TI-VERSIONS
A. RARE EARTH ELEMENT
ETXTARCTION (2022−27).
B. ELECTRIC VEHICLE
COMPONENT
MANUFACTURING (2022−
27).
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ROAD MAP- (2021-2030)
1. Starting short term plant up
gradation for rated capacity TiO2
production. Investment of Rs. 440
Crores.
2. Technology sourcing for the
removal of chlorides from IO

2021

1. TiO2 production capacity
expansion to 70000 TPA gets
completed.
2. Medium term plan finished.
3. Investment would be Rs.
1210 Cr

2023

1. Short term plant up gradation
completes and TiO2 production
would be 40000 TPA.
2. Completion of Rs. 440 Cr
short term plan.
3. Block−1&3 in operation .

2025

1. TiO2 production capacity

expansion to 100000 TPA gets
completed. A l l Mining in
Operation
2. Ti metal & Alloy plant project
complete.
3. Long term plan complete −
Rs. 1700 Cr.

2027

2030

1. JV with IREL for rare earth element
extraction completes
2. Development of components for EV.
3. Diversified and new product in the
product mix.
4. Block−1,3&5 in operation

* More details follows
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SHORT TERM PLAN(2021-23)
Sl
No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Project Title

5 TPH Pressure
filtration and spin
flash drying plant
(already ordered)
ARP
technology
modifications for
saleable iron oxide
and
becoming
environmentally
sustainable,
DCS
and
go
down
facility
New 40 TPH Boiler
with LNG/FO firing
to replace the
existing old 33 TPH
Boiler.

CostIndicative
w/o taxes
Rs. 75 Cr.

FY:21-22

Rs. 40 Cr.

FY:22-23

Rs. 35 Cr.

FY:23-24

Nil

Time
Frame

12/2022

Benefits

Savings of Rs. 12 Crores p.a
in terms of reduced steam
(7 TPH).
Savings of Rs. 7 Cr p.a in
terms of no IOP reqt.

Rs. 46 Cr.

Rs. 32 Cr.

10 Cr.

7 Cr.

36 Cr.

25 Cr.

Nil

Nil

04/2023

06/2023

Energy
Efficient
Tickle pre−heater
furnaces at U−300

Rs. 20 Cr.

8 Cr.

8 Cr.

4 Cr.

09/2023

Mining
Land
Acquisition−Block−
1- Neendakara

Rs. 140 Cr.

30 Cr.

110 cr.

N.A

03/2023

Savings of Rs. 6 Cr p.a by
reduction in F.O (1400
MTPA).

Savings of Rs. 4 Cr p.a by
reduction in LPG (880
MTPA).
Ensuring RI for in−house
production.
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SHORT TERM PLAN(2021-23)
Sl
No.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Project Title

Technology
gradation −
plant

up
MS

Other
debottlenecking/
improvements of
the plant
Removing
chlorides from
stock piled iron
oxide
and
thereby making
it neutral &
environmental
friendly.
b. ETP sludge−Ore
& Coke recovery

Cost-

FY:-21-

FY:22-

Indicative
w/o taxes

22

23

Rs. 30 Cr.

Rs. 65 Cr.

5 Cr.

2 Cr.

20 Cr.

43 Cr.

FY:23-24

5 Cr.

20 Cr.

Time Frame

Benefits

06/2023

Improved recovery
and RI quality

06/2023

Improved
plant
operation to reach
around 40000 TPA
TiO2 & enhanced
Tickle production.

06/2023

Environmental
issues get resolved
and could find
space in IO pond

03/2023

R&D works initiated
for new product
development

a.

New
TiO2
hydrophobic grade

To be
assessed
with
technology

Rs. 30 Cr.

−

1 Cr.

−

20 Cr.

Short term investment envisaged is Rs. 438 Crores plus taxes/duties

−

9 Cr.
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MEDIUM TERM PLAN(2022-25)
Cost-

Sl
N
o.

Project Title

1. Expansion

of

Indicative FY :22-23
w/o taxes

FY:23-24

Mineral

Separation Plant from 61,600
TPA capacity to 1,50,000 TPA −

FY:24-25

Time

Benefits

Frame

Ensuring
Rs. 250 Cr.

quality and Qty of RI
Rs. 50 Cr. Rs.125 Cr.

Rs. 75 Cr. 2022−25 for

meeting

Also establishing new blocks

plant

mining operation, LTA IREL etc.

expansion.

2. Synthetic
expansion

Rutile(SR)
to

cater

Plant
70,000

TPA TiO2 capacity, ETP plant

Rs. 250 Cr.

required

Rs. 60 Cr.

Rs.100Cr.

TiO2

capacity

Ensuring required
Qty of SR for
Rs. 90 Cr. 2022−25 meeting TiO2 plant
capacity expansion.

etc.
3. TiO2 capacity expansion from

Increased business
volume,
market
40,000 TPA to 70,000 TPA −
competitiveness,
Rs. 500 Cr. Rs. 85 Cr. Rs.225 Cr. Rs. 190 Cr. 2022−25
additional
profit
Phase−1
(with
upgraded
etc.
technology packages)
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MEDIUM TERM PLAN(2022-25)
Sl
N
o.

Project Title

CostIndicative

FY:22-23

FY:23-24

FY:24-25

Time
Frame

Benefits

w/o taxes
4. Commercial scale Nano TiO2
pigment plant
5. Mining Land Acquisition in
new Block−5-Phase-1
6. Total capital projects
Short term fund FI/GoK
medium term plan together.

Rs. 100 Cr.

Rs. 10 Cr.

Rs. 110 Cr.

NIL

Rs. 40 Cr.
NIL

New and diversified
Rs. 50 Cr. 2022−25 product to the
market.
Rs. 110
Cr.

Ensure
sufficient
2024−25 footprint for mining

= Rs. 1210 Cr. Plus taxes/duties
= Rs. 400 Cr. (KIIFB or similar FI’s/Govt.)- For completing the short term &
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LONG TERM PLAN (2025-30)
Sl
N
o.

Project Title

CostIndicativ
e w/o
taxes

FY: 26-27

1. TiO2 capacity
expansion from
70,000 TPA to
Rs.750 Cr. Rs. 25 Cr.
1,00,000 TPA−
Phase−2
2. Commercial
scale
Pearlescent
pigment plant
of 10000 TPA
capacity .
Rare
earth
element
extraction & EV
components
plant− JV with
IREL

To be
assessed
with DPR

−

FY:27-28

FY:28-29

FY:29-30

Rs. 125

Rs. 250

Rs. 350

Cr.

Cr.

Cr.

−

−

−

Time Frame

Benefits

2026−30

Business volume
improvement and
thereby
making
Company
competent
at
global level.

2022−27

New & diversified
product to the
market.
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LONG TERM PLAN (2025-30)
Sl
No.
3.

4.

5.

6.

CostFY: 25- FY: 26Project Title Indicative
26
27
w/o taxes
Titanium
Metal/Alloy
To be
&
Sponge
assessed
plant with
−
−
with DPR
commercial
technology
Synthetic
Rs. 700 Cr.
Rutile Plant−
UG
Slag/Modifie
d Becher, to
cater
expansion
and

FY: 2728

FY: 2829

FY:2930

−

−

−

Rs. 10

Rs. 80

Rs. 150

Rs. 150

Rs. 310

Cr.

Cr.

Cr.

Cr.

Cr.

Time Frame

Benefits

2025−30

Making
the
Country
having
integrated facility
from HM mining
to Ti− metal /Alloy
production.

2026−30

Ensuring required
Qty of SR for
meeting
TiO2
plant
phase−2
expansion.
Also to process
other
grade
ilmenite / IREL− JV

Mining Land Rs. 250 Cr. Rs. 50 Rs. 50 Rs. 50
Ensure
HM
Rs. 50
Rs.50
2026−30
Acquisition−
availability.Block-5
Cr.
Cr.
Cr.
Cr.
Cr.
Block 5 & 7mining get fully
Phased
leased
Projects under Sl. no. 2 & 3 are envisaged with direct funding from Government− Schemes like KIIFB.
Total capital for Other Projects

= Rs. 1700 Crores plus taxes/duties
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WAY FORWARD TO 2030-31

TiO2 at 31 KTPA

TiO2 at 40 KTPA

2020−21

1. ATO = Rs. 782 Cr
2. PAT = Rs. 84 Cr
3. Empl. = 1500 No.s

2024−25

1. ATO = Rs. 1500 Cr
2. PAT = Rs. 315 Cr
3. Empl. = 1600 No.s

TiO2 at 70 KTPA

2025−26

1. ATO = Rs.2650 Cr
2. PAT = Rs. 750 Cr
3. Empl. = 2250 No.s

TiO2 at 100 KTPA

2030−31

1. ATO = Rs. 5400 Cr
2. PAT = Rs. 1150 Cr
3. Empl. = 2650 No.s
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I. INTRODUCTION- MINERAL WEALTH OF KERALA COAST
Q-Grade deposit of heavy mineral sand in the Kerala coast is most dominant between Neendakara
and Kayamkulam (Chavara deposit) extending over a stretch of 22.5 kilometers. We need to explore
this sustainably for the economic development of the State by way of Sustainable Mining, Mineral
Separation and further conversion to value added products. We are adding value to a certain extent
by separation of minerals and by doing manufacture of various grades Titanium dioxide pigments &
Titanium sponge, undertaken by two companies using these mineral resources as raw material
(ilmenite) viz. M/s. Travancore Titanium Products Ltd, Thiruvananthapuram, (Anatase Grade TiO2
through Sulphate route) and M/s. Kerala Minerals & Metals Ltd, Chavara (Rutile Grade TiO2 through
Chloride route). Ilmenite is the mineral utilized for Titanium dioxide pigments & Titanium sponge
production. Indian Rare Earths Ltd, Chavara, a GOI Company, separates only the heavy mineral sand
and no further value addition is done.

The present demand for Titanium Dioxide pigment in the country is around 3,00,000 MTPA, as
estimated from Market studies. Presently, only around 55,000 MTPA is produced in the country; of
which KMML contribute to 33000 MTPA. The rest is imported from countries like China, USA etc. All
other minerals separated like Zircon, Rutile and Sillimanite is sold as such to Market for other
Industrial applications.

An earlier study has estimated that the Chavara deposit contains 127 million tonnes of heavy
minerals with ilmenite content of 80 million tonnes from the total reserve of raw sand of the order
of 1400 million tonnes. In the northern portion beyond Kayamkulam Pozhi extending up to
Thottappally in Alappuzha district, the total reserve of heavy minerals has been estimated to be to
the order of 17 million tonnes with Ilmenite content of 9 million tonnes from the raw sand of 242
million tonnes.

MASTER BUSINESS PLAN-KMML
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Table-1: Heavy mineral wealth of Kerala (AMD study-1996)
Sl

Total

no. Locality

Heavy

Ilmenite Rutile Zircon Monazite

Sillimanite

Minerals
1 Chavara Major Deposit

127.09

79.45

5.38

4.82

0.82

28.72

2 Northern contiguity of

16.93

9.03

0.64

0.40

0.17

5.66

3 Southern Kerala^

1.83

1.15

0.11

0.12

0.05

0.27

4 Northern Kerala$

3.35

0.53

0.01

0.05

0.003

0.80

Chavara deposit*

* Kayamkulam-Arattupuzha-Thrikkunnapuzha-Thottapally
^ Kannimalssery-Neendakara-Malappuram-Odetti, Anjengo-Vettoor, Veli-Kazhakuttom,
Vizhinjam-Kovalam-Pachallur
$ Valapattanam-Azhikode, Ponnani-Chavakkadu

Fig:1- Map of mineral deposits-Kerala
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Chavara barrier beach with a width of 225 m is divided into 8 blocks numbered I to VIII for
separating Ilmenite and other minerals. The blocks are apportioned between Kerala Minerals and
Metals Ltd. (KMML), a State Government undertaking and Indian Rare Earths Ltd. (IREL), a
Government of India enterprise working under the Department of Atomic Energy.
Blocks at 1, 3, 5& 7 are allotted to KMML for mining & captive use and blocks 2, 4, 6 & 8 are allotted
to Indian Rare Earths Ltd., Chavara Unit for mining, separation of Ilmenite and other components.

Fig:2-Locations of heavy mineral deposits-Kerala
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Fig: 3- Beach Mineral Sands

ILMENITE DEPOSITS IN INDIA- ASSESSMENT BY INDIAN BUREAU OF MINES
State/Deposit

Ilmenite reserve
(In million tonnes)

Andhra Pradesh
1. Bhavanapadu

10 .18

2. Kakinada (Phase I-VIII)

13 .81

3. Kalingapatnam

7. 03

4. Narasapur

2. 92

5. Nizampatnam

19 .26

6. Srikurman (South)

8.60

7. Visakhapatnam (Bhimunipatnam)

2.88

8. Amalapuram (Phase I-IV)

4.72

9. Pandurangapuram-Voderevu
(Bapatla-Chirala coast)
10. Vetapalem Coast (Chirala coast)
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Kerala
1. Chavara Barrier beach

13.17

2. Chavara Eastern Extension (Phase-I)

17.02

3. Chavara Eastern Extension (Phase-II)

49.26

4. Trikkunnapuzha-Thotapally Beach
& Eastern Extension

9.50

5. Alappuzha-Kochi

5.88

Maharashtra
1.Ratnagiri

3.68

2.Munge-Achra-Malvan

1.12

3.Vijayadura-Mithbav

0.70

Gujarat
1. Moti Daman-Umbrat coast

2 .77

Odisha
1. Brahmagiri (Phase I-V and NW extension)

86.04

2. Chatrapur

26.72

3. Gopalpur

6.42

Tamilnadu
1. Kudiraimozhi

22.86

2. Ovari-Periyatalai-Manapadu (Teri)

24.01

3. Sattankulam Teris

41.26

4. Cuddalore-Pudupattuchavadi (beach sand)

4.67

5. Vayakallur (beach sand)

4.52

6. Manavalakurichi (beach sand)

3.07

7. Midalam

1.64

Table – 1: Ilmenite Reserves, Resources/Deposits in India
Source: Department of Atomic Energy dated 26/07/2018
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With the current level of mining activities, there is enough resources to continue TiO2
manufacturing activities for longer period. At present, KMML is operating in the block-3 allocated
portion .i.e. Ponmana area. The untouched mining blocks as allocated to KMML are as below.
KMML MINING BLOCKS 1/5/7- TO BE EXPLORED FOR FUTURE OPERATIONS
Sl No.

Mining Block

Land Area(Ha) Sand Qty(Lakh MT)

1.

Block-1- Neendakara

34.285

47.27

2.

Block-5-Alappad

28.89

52.69

3.

Block-7- Puthuppally- KPRM

52.49

217.47

*Activities on land acquisition at Block-1 Neendakara are in action.
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II. KMML- PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM

Process Flow
Beach Sand
Mineral Separation Unit
Ilmenite
60% TiO2

Rutile
90% TiO2

Zircon
64% Al2O3

Sillimanite
65% Al2O3

TiO2 Pigment Unit
Hydrochloric Acid
32%

Ilmenite Beneficiation Plant
Synthetic Rutile
92% TiO2

Chlorine

Chlorination Plant

TSP

Titanium Tetra Chloride
99.5% TiCl4

Titanium Sponge

Oxidation Plant

Spent Acid
Acid Regeneration Plant
Hydrochloric Acid
18%

Oxygen

Iron Oxide

Oxygen Plant

Raw TiO2 Pigment
Finished Pigment Plant
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III. EXTANT LEVEL OF OPERATION- ILMENITE BASED INDUSTRIES IN KERALA
Travancore Titanium Products (TTP) Limited established in 1946, started production of Titanium
Dioxide through Sulphate Route in 1951.Currently the facility has an annual installed capacity of
18000 MT of Anatase grade Titanium Dioxide pigment.
Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL) was incorporated in 1950 is a Government of India Undertaking
under the administrative control of Department of Atomic Energy (DAE). Its Chavara mineral
separation plant located at Kollam has a capacity to produce 2, 35,900tonnes per annum of Ilmenite
and associated minerals such as Rutile, Zircon and Sillimanite. The ilmenite so produced is sold to
downstream processors.
The Kerala Minerals and Metals Limited(KMML)
A. Mineral Separation (MS Unit)
KMML has a Mineral Separation Plant in which raw beach sand is processed & separated into
Ilmenite, Natural Rutile, Zircon and Sillimanite. Further ilmenite is converted into different grades
of Titanium dioxide (TiO2) pigment. Zircon, Natural Rutile and Sillimanite are sold to various
customers.
IREL produces Ilmenite, Natural Rutile, Zircon & Sillimanite and market the same to various
customers. No further value addition done by them.
B. Titanium Dioxide Pigment Unit (TP Unit)
KMML TP unit was commissioned in the year 1984 with the capacity to produce 22,000 MT of TiO 2
Pigment. The name plate capacity of 22,000 MT of TiO2 was achieved for the first time in the year
1999-2000 (22814 MT). The delay in achieving the rated production was due to the teething
problems to absorb the foreign technology. The company was declared as a sick company under the
provisions of Sick Industries Companies (Special Provisions) Act 1985 by Board of Industrial &
Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) during 1991. However, due to the efforts taken by State
Government, Management, Organizations of Officers and Workmen, change in employee attitude
due to threat of privatization and improved industrial relationship, Company started showing
improved performance since 1993 and returned back as a phoenix bird. All the loans accumulated
were paid back by the company to the financial institutions/ banks etc. In the hearing of 24th
December 1996, BIFR had ordered that the Company should be taken out of BIFR purview.
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Over the period, we have improved our chloride route technology through in-house innovations by
successfully implementing supported combustion process in 1998 in one stream and in the second
stream in 1999. The capacity of the plant thus increased considerably. Subsequent to the
technological modifications, it was confirmed that the on-stream efficiency and capacity utilization
of the pigment production plant could be increased from the name plate capacity of 22,000 TPA to
30,000 TPA.
Later, on implementation of another technological modification .i.e. bypass feeding system in one
stream in 2000 and second stream in 2001, the name plate capacity of the pigment production
plant could be increased to 36,000 TPA. With the implementation of new 5 TPH Pressure filter &
Dryer in 2004, the capacity was re-rated as 40000 TPA.
C. Titanium Sponge Unit (TSP)
Titanium sponge unit of capacity 500 TPA was commissioned in the year 2011. With the
implementation of the project, India has become the seventh country in the world having facility to
manufacture Titanium sponge.
The 500 MTPA titanium sponge Plant was done in association with Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre
(VSSC), making use of the technology developed by Defense Metallurgical Research Laboratory
(DMRL).
KMML- Labeled Capacities
Titanium Dioxide Pigment

40000 TPA

Titanium Tetrachloride

92000 TPA- Utilized for TiO2 production and
few quantity for sales

Beneficiated Ilmenite

55000 TPA

Natural Rutile

4000 TPA

Zircon

6500 TPA

Sillimanite

3500 TPA

Ilmenite

61600 TPA

Titanium Sponge
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KMML- PROCESSES
MS unit: - The raw beach sand collected through inland mining and beach wash is processed at MS
unit using principles of gravitation, Electro-magnetic separation, high tension Electro-static
separation, wet tabling, froth floatation etc., to separate minerals like ilmenite, Zircon, Natural
Rutile & Sillimanite from the raw beach sand. Ilmenite is transferred to TP unit for further
processing whereas all the other minerals are sold to various customers.

KMML-Mineral Separation Unit
TP Unit: - The ilmenite from MS unit is roasted in rotary kiln at IBP at around 900-950 deg.cel, to
produce reduced ilmenite by converting ferric oxide in the sand to ferrous oxide. The reduced
ilmenite is acid leached using hydrochloric acid to remove iron. This leached ilmenite is calcined in a
rotary kiln to remove the moisture and ilmenite gets beneficiated. The iron chlorides generated
during leaching is processed at ARP to reclaim hydrochloride acid and iron oxide as by product.
The beneficiated ilmenite is then reacted with Chlorine in a fluidized bed chlorinator at chlorination
plant and tickle is produced, which is further purified for downstream processing.
Titanium Tetra Chloride is vaporized, preheated and oxidized with oxygen to produce raw Titanium
Dioxide pigment at high temperature at Oxidation plant. The byproduct chlorine is recycled to the
chlorination plant.
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The titanium dioxide slurry formed at oxidation plant is sand milled, treated with other chemicals,
filtered, micronized and bagged at pigment finishing plant.

KMML-Titanium Pigment Unit
TSP Unit: - The tickle pumped from TP unit is purified to metal grade tickle for the manufacture of
Titanium sponge. The metal grade tickle is then reacted with Magnesium in a sealed, inert gas filled
retort, to produce Titanium sponge. Molten MgCl2 is tapped from the retort periodically and is sold
as a byproduct. The entire process is known as Kroll process.

KMML-Titanium Sponge Unit
MASTER BUSINESS PLAN-KMML
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IV. TiO2 MARKET OUTLOOK AND SCENARIO
World TiO2 pigment installed production capacity was about 7.4 Million MTPA and demand of
approximately 6.5 Million MT. Global TiO2 demand is expected to grow to 8.1 Million MT by 2025.
Globally, 80 percent of the world's TiO2 consumption is in coatings, plastics and paper whereas in
India these applications amount to 86%.
SpecialtiesInks
3%
3%
Paper
9%
Plastics
22%

Fibres
2%

Rubber
2%

Food/
Pharma
1%

Paints
58%

The top five global TiO2 pigment producers are Chemours, Tronox-Cristal, Huntsman Corp, Lomon
Billions, Kronos Worldwide, Inc. The top manufacturers are using proprietary manufacturing
technology in order to enhance the quality of TiO2 to meet the growing quantitative and qualitative
demand from the end-users.
China has become the biggest titanium dioxide producer and consumer in the world since 2010.
China produced 2.597 Million MT and exported 0.78 Million MT of TiO2 during 2016. The domestic
consumption during the period was 2.067 Million MT. Chinese TiO2 is highly demanded in overseas
markets due price benefit.
The global average per capita consumption of TiO2 is about 0.85 kg, whereas the per capita TiO2
consumption in India is presently 0.25 kg, as compared to about 1.5 kg in china and 5 kg in
Germany. A 0.05 kg annual per capita increase demand in India will spur an annual TiO2 demand by
65,000 MT. Paints segment is the leading end user of the total usage of TiO2 in India. It is also
used in segments such as plastics (7%), printing inks (4%), and paper (1%) and in other sectors (10%)
like rubber, enamels, detergents, pharmaceuticals, electronics etc.
The installed capacity of TiO2 pigment in India is only about 1.0% of the total world capacity.
MASTER BUSINESS PLAN-KMML
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Recent TiO2 market study has revealed that the Indian requirement is more than 3.50 Lakh MTPA
and the domestic production is only 0.54 Lakh MTPA (including Rutile and anatase grade). Indian
TiO2 demand is growing day by day.
The major market share in India is as follows
Asian
Paints
33%

Unorganised…

Others
5%
Akzonob
el
9%

Berger
Paints
12%

Kansai
Nerolac
11%

KMML presently offers a wide range of titanium dioxide grades as shown (Table-2).
Sl
No.
1.

TiO2 grades

KEMOX – RC

Applications

Printing inks, high gloss coatings, industrial coatings, low abrasivity pigments.

800
2.

3.

4.

5.

KEMOX – RC

Plastic requiring a blue white high dispersion TiO2, powder coating,

800 PG

polyethylene films and vinyl sheet goods.

KEMOX – RC

Interior flat wall paints, exterior low gloss or flat house paints, low gloss

813

maintenances paints, low gloss or flat chemical coating.

KEMOX – RC

Interior and exterior enamels and lacquers for industrial and architectural

822

purpose.

KEMOX – RC

Automotive, industrial and architectural finishes

808
6.

KEMOX-RC

Architectural and industrial paints-both solvent and water based.

802
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7.

KEMOX – RC

Plastic Master batch, high durability paint

800 PG+
8.

KEMOX – RC

Decorative and automotive paint

829

KMML- RATED PRODUCTION CAPACITY AND PRODUCTION FIGURES
Sl

Product

Production Figures (MTPA)

Capacity

No.

FY:16-17

FY:17-18

FY:18-19

FY:19-20

FY:20-21

31256

34120

33514

30217

30444

1.

TiO2

40000 TPA

2.

Zircon

6500 TPA

4784

4844

4761

4110

1982*

3.

Rutile

4000 TPA

2404

2454

1548

1428

594 *

4.

Sillimanite

3500 TPA

600

701

270

1329

3757

*Reduced quantity of product due to the exhausted mining resources in Block-3 and lean sand
availability. This also had impacted sufficient availability of raw ilmenite (RI). Balance RI is being
sourced from IREL, through tendering extra.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS- LAST 5 YEARS
Particulars
TiO2 Production
(in MT)
Capacity
Utilization
Sales (in MT)
Turnover (Rs. in
Lakh)
Profit before tax
(Rs. in Lakh)
Profit after tax
(Rs. in Lakh)

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

31256

34120

33514

30217

30444

78.14

85.3

83.79

75.54

76.11

37747

31867

35036

31000

31356

72704

74058

82970

71252

78200

2882.12

18110

16464

4359

11200

2194

12956

11662

3120

8400
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KMML- WAY FORWARD
The following areas to be given prime address


Ensure sufficient raw sand from MS Unit/IREL etc. for the sustainable operation of the
TiO2 production process. Fully gather mining access in block-1-Neednakara immediately.



Starting mining operations by sea washing/inland mining in the untouched blocks 5/7



TiO2 pigment production capacity expansion in phases and newer technologies as well as
up gradation.



Storage and handling of iron oxide/effluents in a sustainable manner



Product diversification and value addition



Imparting world class professionalism



Acquisitions of new mining blocks for operation

Master plan deliverables are prepared by keeping the above way forward in mind.
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V. MASTER BUSINESS PLAN- KEY DELIVERABLES
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1. DEMAND OUTLOOK FOR EACH MAJOR PRODUCT
Parameter
Domestic

TiO2

Zircon

3.5 LakhMTPA

0.53 Lakh

demand -Current

Production
capacity-Global

Production
capacityDomestic

Domestic
demand - 5 years
(By 2026)

CAGR-Global

CAGR-Domestic

MTPA

75 Lakh MTPA

17 Lakh
MTPA

0.8 Lakh

0.33 Lakh

MTPA

MTPA

4.5 Lakh

0.75 Lakh

MTPA

MTPA

3.7% -5 years

5.1% -5 years.

3.5 % -5
years

7 % -5 years.

Sillimanite

Rutile

0.40 Lakh MTPA

0.43 Lakh MTPA

0.75 Lakh MTPA

7.50 Lakh
MTPA

0.35 Lakh MTPA

0.20 Lakh MTPA

0.50 Lakh MTPA

0.60 Lakh MTPA

4.2 % -5 years

3.5 % -5 years

4.7 % -5 years.

7 % -5 years.

Per capita consumption of Titanium products in India is 0.25 kg - Per capita consumption in
developed countries is 5 kg.
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2. OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCREASING MARKETABILITY OF EACH MAJOR PRODUCT
Titanium Dioxide
In case of TiO2, the domestic market is 5 times the annual production capacity, which is giving
us huge opportunity for growth in India. In the medium outlook for future product market, TiO2
is well placed with its unique properties and a replacement of the same in the recent future is
highly unlikely. Product positioning in the market along with competitor grades is very important
in the marketability of TiO2.
For increasing the marketability the below suggestions are put forth:I.

Product diversification addressing the different market segments.


Developing new products grades for Paints and Plastics Industry



Develop specific products grade for Ink industry



Develop specific products for paper industry.



Newer type of products like pearlescent pigments, Nano TiO2 etc.

II. Customization of products
Joint development of paint grades with industry leaders ( APL/ Berger)
III. Improving the properties of existing product grades.
IV. Product Bench marking against major grades available in market.
R902+ premier grade of Chemours in coating we have to do R&D to reach the quality
level economically with our similar grade.
RC813 Vs R931 of Chemours by improving the dry hideness.
After the covid-19 pandemic restrictions and unlock, KMML has to arrange customer meet in
regional wise to fulfill the demands of the domestic customers and we have to explore
potential global customers also. Dynamic pricing methodology with vibrant marketing team
needs to be established with higher level operation as envisaged in the master plan.
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3.

TRENDS IN INVESTMENTS OF THE COMPETITORS (NATIONAL/LNTERNATIONAL)



Internationally major changes are happening in China, where the TiO2 capacity production
is increased from 2.9 million MTPA in 2014-15 to 4 million MTPA 2020-21. They are also
moving from Anatase technology to chloride very fast. Major producers like Lomon Billions
and Pangang China is moving fast to chloride route and a total 6 lakh MTA capacity would
be available in next 3 to 4 years time.



International expansion plan of TiO2 is stagnant for last 5 years and no one is eyeing for
investment as on now. With the availability & cost of raw material is getting constrained
and environmental issues most of the expansion plans outside China is not working.



In India also the domestic demand is huge and increasing but there are no new projects in
the actual building stage. Few new players like Adani Group have shown interest recently
to set up new plant TiO2. But to get land, building, raw material and technology is
cumbersome & expensive.

4. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT RELATED TO THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS

TiO2 Manufacturing
The technology to manufacture Titanium Dioxide is highly guarded in nature and not available
freely in the Market & moreover highly capital intensive Industry in nature. This has put
restriction to the entry of more manufacturers to the field. The world leaders in TiO2 like
Chemours, Tronox, Kronos etc. have their own proprietary technology and economy of scale.
They are operating with mines located at various part of the globe and their manufacturing
facilities are also available in various locations.
The existing TiO2 manufacturing technology at KMML was procured from KMCC, USA, during
1980’s. Benelite Corporation of America (BCA) technology is used for synthetic Rutile (SR)
manufacturing and Acid regeneration plant (ARP) is operating with Woodhal Duckham, UK,
technology. The main constraint of the technology lies in the ARP due to the generation of
impure iron oxide with high chloride content.
Few updations in the technology for SR manufacturing were introduced by technology
suppliers in the field and also proprietary technology for Tio2 manufacturing was developed by
few manufacturers.
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For SR manufacturing, there exists high end process like Becher process, Slag process etc. in
the field. Minimum Economies of scale for the SR production with such latest technologies to
be taken care while implementation and especially in view of to remain sustainable from the
environmental point of view. The action at our end to modify the Technology of ARP to
produce saleable iron oxide may nullify the constraints over the operation of IBP with the
existing technology.
KMCC technology also got upgraded with in-house expertise of various TiO2 manufacturers.
China has done tremendous improvement in their chloride routed TiO2 plant. We could
identify such improvements from the globe and implement few of those upgraded technology
packages. While moving on for a higher rated expansion, latest & more efficient technology, up
gradation from the existing technology etc. needs to be selected in whatever sections/areas as
available and dedicated stream to be envisaged in the TiO2 line so that the existing production
will not get disturbed.
Other than technological factors, the threat is depletion in ground water availability. The
present usage of raw water is around 250 m3/Hr. There exists severe restriction in digging
more tube wells in the area. A recent study by CWRDM revealed that going for water
desalination plant is the option to get rid of the threat. Nearby vattakayal is identified as the
viable source.
Mineral Separation
In the field of Mineral separation process, there exists much better technology as on today.
Even the technology deployed at IREL is superior to KMML. We have implemented few fruitful
technological up gradation in the recent past and still there is scope for further betterment.
We have already started commissioning a DPR for such technology improvements which
includes efficient high tension roll separators, spirals etc.
Currently we are producing 4 grades of zircon and 2 grades of sillimanite whereas our
neighboring similar IREL is producing only one grade of zircon and silimanite. IREL is exporting
huge quantity of sillimanite to Japan also. The difference in quality of KMML Vs IREL is
magnetic particles including monazite is below 0.001% in sillimanite, whereas our product is
having around 0.1 % to 0.2%. Likewise, IREL’s zircon ZrO2 SiO4 content is minimum 64% &
MASTER BUSINESS PLAN-KMML
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Monazite and TiO2 content are less than 0.15%, whereas KMML’s product in 4 grades varies
from 58% to 64% ZrO2 SiO4 and TiO2 from 0.1 to 0.5%.
Therefore, KMML has to improve its product quality to meet the international standards by
adopting/ changing process parameters and replacing the old mineral process equipments with
latest machines. Secondly, we have to improve the mineral recovery up to global bench mark.
In this connection we have already floated open e-tender for preparation of DPR. By adopting
the above process / equipment changes with latest available technologies, we can be able to
sustain in the domestic/ global markets.
Titanium Sponge
Regarding Titanium Sponge plant, we are having a 500 TPA plant only and working with the
technology developed by DMRL, Hyderabad. The plant can be termed as a very small capacity
compared to other companies capacity in the world. Being a developed technology, we are not
at par with the global efficiency and there exists technological limitations to improve further in
the line. We need to gather better and efficient technology during the process of a higher level
expansion of the Titanium sponge plant capacity. As an up gradation of the unit, we are now
implementing Magnesium recovery plant in the existing TSP unit at an estimated amount of Rs.
20 Crores and with the implementation of this Magnesium recovery plant; we would be in a
better strategic position to produce minimum scale Titanium sponge.

5. MAPPING OF VALUE CHAIN FOR EACH PRODUCT FOR INTRODUCING LEAN MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES
Mining
Heavy Beach sand collected is separated into ilmenite, zircon, sillimanite & rutile. Ilmenite gets
transferred for TiO2 production. The value chain requires utmost attention to produce quality
minerals to ensure sufficient market price for the same.
The value chain of products deserves importance especially in mining as well as chemical
industry. Mineral Separation unit of the Company is facing serious issues due to the low Heavy
Mineral content hence to sustain operation blending operation to be done to produce various
minerals down the line.
Titanium Dioxide

The raw ilmenite transported from MS unit, IREL and Miracle sand gets blended at TP unit for
the manufacture of TiO2, TiCl4,Ti Sponge etc. Strict quality checks are also done to ensure
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required quality for the products. TiO2 is having better value chain and addition. The following
figure shows the vale addition map of TiO2.

Particulars
Value in INR
Value addition from Raw Sand
(%)

Raw Mineral
sand

Ilmenite

SR

TiO2

4,302

20,000

90,000

2.70,000

-

398

1,793

5,379

6. DUTIES & TARIFFS HAVING IMPACT ON EACH MAJOR PRODUCT CITING COMPETITION
FROM IMPORTS
Import duty on major products currently.
Zircon/Rutile - 5%
Tickle

- 25%

TiO2

-10%

 Import duty has utmost importance in the business since during normalization it is expected
that the selling price of the products gets adjusted slightly and climbing expenses in terms of
variable cost & fixed cost would trim down our selling margin.
 We need to protect at least the existing rates of import duty to stay healthy in the Industry
and as a strategic manufacturer in the Country. We also need to keep the production cost
minimum for passing in such duty related risks. Few cost reduction plans are identified.
 Regularly in the budget of union Government, we are taking up this matter with the support
of Government of Kerala.
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7. SWOT ANALYSIS

WEAKNESS

STRENGTHS
- Only Integrated Manufacturer in India
- Availability of feedstock resource & mining limited
to PSU’s.

- Penetration to the socio economic factors in mining
area, labour, oxide disposal etc.
- R&D initiative have limited access in the industry
- Guarded Technology and aged plant

- Location access to mine & scope for diversified
product with demand on Ti derivative
- Better fInancial position

- Non competitive capacity in global market
- - impure iron oxide generation from ARP

- Skilled technical staff

SWOT

OPPORTUNITIES
- TiO2 market demand and growth
- Depletion of feedstock around globe
- Steady growth of end-user industries
- High capital intensive industry & reduced entry

THREATS
- Mining front challenges & mining land acquisition
- Environmental Sustainability
- High level expansion in China
- Lack of Technology updation in TiO2 process
- Depletion of Ground water

8. GENERIC FACTORS INFLUENCING THE GROWTH OF PSU

PSU’s are the backbone to the steady and protected growth of the general public. This will
reduce unwanted price exploitation, job loss, balanced regional development etc. So it is
essential we need to maintain PSU operations for the stability of our normal living life.
The following are few generic factors influencing growth of PSU’s
1. Old & outdated Technology of operation and its constraints like generation of impure iron
oxide
2. Requires improved autonomous status to its Board for faster decision making
3. Better CSR and local community development
4. Entering long term agreement for strategic raw material
5. Lack of better employee motivation and reward schemes
6.

Budget Management / control at regular intervals with corrective actions
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7.

Reduced ownership feeling

8.

Environmental sustainability and need identification

9. POSSIBILITIES FOR REDUCING MANUFACTURING COST

The following chart shows the current break up of production cost
30%
30%

28%

25%

23%

20%
15%
10%
5%

7%

0%

7%
3%

2%

Addressing concerns by following factors
-

Reducing cost of production

-

Ensuring sufficient raw ilmenite from mining site

-

Increasing production capacity utilization

a. Reducing cost of production
The cost of production is always a challenge to any industry consuming number of raw

materials, chemicals, fuels, power etc. It is the need of the hour to reduce the cost of
production to the bare minimum possible level. Short term Projects are identified for this.
As part of reducing cost of production & to become self reliant in one of the key raw input, we
have installed new 70 TPD Oxygen plant. The plant got commissioned by October, 2020 and we
could stop outsourcing Oxygen at higher price compared to captive generation cost. The
annual savings in this account is around Rs. 10 Crores. We could also serve the health Sector of
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state with Liquid Oxygen for pandemic covid-19 treatment and as on date more than 1200 MT
is served.
Further possibilities to reduce the cost of production are being explored and we have identified
the following new equipments/plants to be introduced for such reduction in cost of
manufacturing. Apart to reduce the employee cost we are proposing few projects to improve
the plant capacity utilization and also planned to complete recruitment drive so that overtime
wages would get reduced to minimum possible extent.

SlNo.
Identified Plan
1.

Basic cost
Estimates

Savings/Benefits

Replacement of old

This has the potential to

& inefficient tickle

save 8800 MT p.a of fuel

pre- heaters with
energyefficient units

Rs. 20 Crores

Time Frame

viz. LPG and cost savings
p.a is Rs.400 Lakh. CO2

09/2023

emissions would also be
reduced proportionally.

2.

Replacement of old

This has potential to save

tunnel

and

Rs. 12 Crores p.a in terms

drum filter system

of reduction in steam (7

drier

installed in 1980’s

Rs. 75 Crores

TPH).

with new 5 TPH

We have placed order for

pressure

the new 5 TPH PF&SFD

filtration

and spin flash drying

plant. Engineering in

system

progress.

(PF&SFD)-

12/2022

Already ordered
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3.

Replacement of old

This can save Rs. 6 Crores

boiler with new 40

p.a in terms of reduction in

TPH boiler (FO/LNG

Rs. 32 Crores

fired)

furnace oil consumption at

06/2023

around 1400 MTPA.
CO2 emissions would also
be reduced proportionally.

4.

Replacement of old

The existing machines are

air

Maintenance

compressors

with latest model

prone

and

with obsolete technology.
Hence a new system is

Rs. 8 Crores

10/2022

proposed.
This

can

save

Rs.1.20

Crores p.a in terms of
Maintenance & Energy.

5.

Replacement

of

Bought out TiO2

This can save an amount of

carbo-bead scouring

agglomerate

Rs. 9 Crores p.a in terms of

with

gets converted

increased

Titanium

pellets

through

put

ofto
carbobead
material to TiO2 agglomerate in the03/2023
Oxidation plant.
final scouring
TiO2 factor.

pigment

In house generation of TiO2
agglomerate is also being
explored.

5.



Indigenization of Pumps like Galigher, Kestener etc. to reduce the

Continuous

foreign procurement cost.

and in Progress



Redesign of roaster ID fan to reduce the downtime.



Indigenization of various refractory bricks.



Open access purchase of power by close monitoring



Indigenization of various Instrumentation valves, developing
alternatevendors etc.



Replacement of fluidized bed drier in MS unit

b. Ensuring sufficient raw ilmenite from mining site
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 Availability of sufficient raw ilmenite from our mining blocks is essential for the reduction in
manufacturing cost. There exists a difference of at least Rs. 5000 per MT of ilmenite
produced in house and when compared to outsourced.
 MS unit can now produce only 30000 MTPA against the requirement of 90000 MTPA raw
ilmenite for producing 36000 MTPA TiO2 and Ti sponge as well as Tickle for sales. Ensuring
61600 TPA raw ilmenite at the rated capacity of MS unit would save minimum Rs. 16.5
Crores p.a. For doing this, we need to get mining front sufficiently in new blocks like
Neendakara, Block-3 – Kovilthottam portion etc.
 Road map plan of the Company envisages establishing mining operations in untouched
blocks- 1, 5 & 7. IREL supply also to be ensured for raw ilmenite by way of Long term
agreements.
c. Increasing production capacity utilization
-

As above, mining issues to be cleared and new mining fronts to be opened. Actions on land
acquisition at Neendakara Block-1 are in progress.

-

Raw ilmenite quality gets increased within house production and which would reduce the
process upsets & improve capacity utilization of the plant.

-

ARP plant modification to produce saleable iron oxide can ensure continuous operation of
the plant. Global Tender is live and the process would gets greener & environmentally
sustainable by addressing the pollution issues.

-

Iron oxide disposal to outside and for which KSPCB permission is under processing. Geotube
bagging also being explored for implementation.

-

Perennial arrangements to transfer concentrated mineral sand from Thottappally sea
estuary.

10. POSSIBILITIES FOR IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND REDUCTION IN ENERGY COSTS
The company falls under the category of EHT consumer and is mandatory to carry out energy audits
at fixed interval. We have been doing this regularly and could be able to secure awards on energy
efficiency declared by Energy management centre, Government of Kerala. Company has clinched
‘Kerala State Energy conservation awards’-Large scale industry consecutively in the year 2019 &
2020.
Among the cost reduction plans as explained above includes energy efficiency plans as well. Apart,
few other programs are also identified for further actions which includes
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1. Technology up gradation packages in Chlorination plant to reduce the consumption of
petroleum coke which could save Rs. 10 Crores p.a, reusing of various raw materials, vertical
feed to chlorinators, better condensation efficiency packages etc.
2. Replacement of Old & inefficient brine chilling compressor with energy efficient unit. Energy
saving expected is Rs. 15 Lakh p.a.
3. Replacement of conventional motor drives with VFD in few areas.
4. Replacement of conventional light fittings with LED lamps.
5. Replacement of Old & inefficient motors with energy efficient drives IE-3 or IE-4.
6. Exploring non conventional energy like solar.
7. LNG fuel for furnaces, boilers etc. make system much greener, safer and with reduced green
house gas emissions.
8. Implementation of fully automatic DM water unit to reduce the regeneration frequency and
thereby saving cost of chemicals. Annual savings in this regard is around Rs. 30-35 Lakh.
9. Recovery of TiO2 fines and process water from U-400 filtrate discharge.
11.

RECOMMENDATION ON IT STRATEGY AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT COSTS



Existing ERP module upgraded recently with more online features.



Company envisages SAP implementation in future to better improve the system efficiency and
inventory systems from conventional formalities followed.



As part of IT strategy, VPN and laptops are already issued to the concerned Officers, for round
the clock availability. Strengthening of Company website with online access to customers,
clients etc. are also planned.

12. MANPOWER RATIONALIZATION INCLUDING RESKILLING, MULTI SKILLING & RE-TRAINING


Company had a capacity of 22000 TPA plant during commissioning and later on rated capacity
was increased to 40000 TPA. The manpower in TP unit is proportional to the earlier capacity
only whereas in MS unit there is a recent Government sanction to add 235 more posts. KMML
will have to ramp up human resource gradually keeping in mind of the proposed business plan.
Sufficient manpower deployment would also reduce the current yearly overtime expenses of
Rs. 15-17 Crores. Restructuring also to be done at par with other heavy industries.



Building in-house competencies by training and development of the staff is critical for the
organization.



Resolving labour issues related to direct contract workers numbering to 716 No.s and mining sit

workers around 932 No.s.
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The functional team will have to provide strategic direction to the organization plan. It is
recommended to study training requirement of each of the employees and requisite trainings
to be provided. For the employees having more than 8-10 years of remnant service should be
encouraged to get higher education/skill and the company should grant them support.



With the advent of technology, more digitization and automation are in line hence we need to
develop our employees regularly to cope up with the latest scenario.

13. OTHER PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS/SUGGESTIONS
 Implementation of small scale value added units viz. manufacturing welding electrodes,

Zr. Flour, Sillimanite Flour etc. - Feasibility study planned.


Incentivisation of constructive suggestions, ideas etc.



Existing ERP got upgraded recently. Implementation of SAP software for improving
system efficiency is planned as next step.



Latest technology & Energy efficient equipments procurement for replacement, new
installation etc. would be incorporated into the system.



Global EOI planned for upgrading the technology side especially improving the Tickle
Production (Addition of vertical feed, efficient condensation etc.) and also to other areas
like U-300. Expected to improve Tickle Production by around 10% and capital is provided
in the budget. Smoke ammunition shell manufacturing is being explored and which
would increase Tickle demand and in association with ordinance factory.



Regular Energy audits and implementation of recommendations timely. KMML clinched
‘Kerala State Energy Conservation Awards -2019 & 2020’. Steam and Water audits are
also done regularly for implementation of recommendations.



Regular follow up with GOI for keeping Import duty at least at current level.



Requesting Government for a mechanism to allow fast track Plan approvals and more
autonomy to Board.

•

Improved planning of Maintenance schedule. Keeping availability of pre-fabricated
spares in possible areas to reduce replacement time.

•

Exploring feasibility of ore purification plant and implementing the same.

•

Long term tie up for strategic raw materials to ensure continuous and ready flow of
required materials in the supply chain. Associating with agencies like MMTC/NMDC/IREL
etc. for global sourcing of RI.
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•

Requesting Government to declare the mining area as strategic, formulating timely plan
for rehabilitation of mining evictees etc.

•

Initiating oceanographic studies for sea dredging heavy minerals.

•

Recovering valuable minerals from waste sludges. Smoke ammunition project execution.

•

Improved monitoring of raw material & utility consumption pattern and thereby
reducing wastages timely.

•

High end Training and Development of Employees in Institutions like IIM’s/IIT’s etc.

•

Switching over few commodity transfer via National water ways-3



Reliability centered Maintenance of the facility by monthly downtime review. Safety
regulations by behavior based management.



IOT and automation in few areas which are now running with normal equipments.
Introduction of Distributed control system in acid regeneration plant, new boiler etc.

14. ROAD MAP FOR TECHNOLOGY UPGRADATION/EXPANSION/DIVERSIFICATION FOR THEPSU WITH
INIDCATIVE COSTS AND PROJECT TIME FRAME
Term based plans are envisaged for the up gradation of technology, expansion, diversification etc.
and to bring improvements in business operations. Few improvement projects are planned as
short term to bring production to a level of 40000 TPA from 36000TPA & which would get
implemented by the financial year 2023-24.
Company aims to become a 1 Lakh TPA TiO2 capacity unit by 2030-31 as per the road map and
makes poise the market in its challenging positioning. At current TiO2 sales realization price, the
turnover of the Company would reach a figure of around Rs.2500 Crores per annum at 1 Lakh TPA
capacity and generating plenty of job opportunity also. Direct employment would reach around
2650 No.s.
The master business plan envisages major expansion of the Titanium Dioxide production capacity in
two phases, so that the business gets stabilized in each phase of implementation.
1) Phase I (Medium Term Plan)

Titanium Dioxide pigment capacity expansion from 40,000 MTPA to 70,000 MTPA – This needs to
be implemented as a higher capacity independent TiO2 production stream (as third production
stream of TP unit) utilizing the technological improvements, latest trends in the field etc. New
stream would be rated for 30000 TPA TiO2 capacity compared to the existing 20000 TPA stream.
Suitable consultants experienced in the field would be roped in for the expansion assistance to
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KMML.
The major improvements in this phase consists of


Expansion of Mineral separation unit of the company to 1.5 Lakh TPA, to ensure enough
quantity of raw ilmenite for TiO2 capacity expansion.



Completion of adding of four more digester and Acid Regeneration Plant (ARP) to suit the
expanded capacity. New ARP shall be most modern with capacity to produce saleable iron
oxide to improve the environmental sustainability.



Improving the condensation efficiency of Tickle lines by deploying latest Technology packages.
Required addition in pigment finishing section along with dedicated streams.



Dedicated streams in Chlorination and Oxidation plant with technological improvements like
vertical chlorinator feeding, higher size Oxidizers etc. Meantime, the existing production
streams would also get modified with technology updation.



Effluent treatment facilities and storage, Utilities, power infra structure etc. as requiredfor
the expansion. Also water RO plant to abate depletion of ground water.

 Additional bagging system to cater the expansion etc. is involved in this phase.
2) Phase- 2 (Long term Plan)
Titanium Dioxide capacity expansion from 70,000 MTPA to 100,000 MTPA: - Further scale

expansion can be planned after establishing stability at Phase-1 expansion. This phase envisages
addition of facility for synthetic rutile incremental production suitable for treating other grade
ilmenite also (like from IREL, Orissa etc.), one more stream in Chlorination, Oxidation and pigment
finishing plant. Few product diversification projects are also planned in this window. It is also
planned to make our country having facility to manufacture Titanium metal/Alloy and sponge in
commercial & strategic level. However, which requires suitable commercial level technology.
The company has planned substantial capital expenditure to improve the current manufacturing
facilities, as well as increase the manufacturing capacity to cater to the increasing demand in the
country. The major plans envisaged in the road map are as below based on the short, medium and
long term future and in a broad sense. Currently executing projects are also mentioned for better
understanding.
ONGOING PROJECTS: - As part of improvement, modernization etc., we are at present executing the
following projects at site, which would further improve the performance of the Company.
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Sl
No.
1.

Project Title
Replacement

of

Estimates

Savings/Benefits

Time Frame

old

This has potential to saveRs. 12

tunnel drier and drum

Crores p.a in terms of reduction

filter system installed

in steam (7 TPH).

in 1980’s with new 5

Rs. 7500 lakh

We have placed order on M/s.

TPH pressure filtration

plus taxes/duties

Advent Tech DMCC, for 5 TPH
PF & SFDplant.

11/2022

Rs. 250 Lakh plus

This would replace the Freon

03/2022

Taxes

based

and spin flash drying
system

(PF&SFD)-

Already ordered

2.

New 150

TR Brine

chilling compressor

old

&

inefficient

compressors installed during
1980’s. New compressor can
provide energy savings around
Rs. 15 Lakh p.a as well as
improve the recovery of Tickle
from the off gas circuit. Order
placed

on

M/s.

Voltas,

Chennai.

3.

2 x 50 MT Liquid
Nitrogen

storage

Rs.450 Lakh plus

This system make us in a

12/2021

position to sale liquid Nitrogen

taxes

facility

as well as enable to continue
TiO2 production for 1-1.5 days
during ASU breakdowns

4.

New cooling tower- 3 x
700 m3/Hr

Rs. 900 Lakh plus

To provide sufficient cooling

03/2022

water for upcoming projects,

taxes

spare for existing tower etc.

5.

Garland drain around
ponds

6.

Water

Rs.

500

Lakh

of
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575

03/2022

environmental protection.

plus taxes
transport

Statutory requirement towards

Lakh

To kick start movement of raw

09/2021-HCL
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Furnace Oil & HCL

plus taxes

materials

through

NWW-3

03/2022- F.O

which would improve safety as
well as cost savings while
moving

higher

volume

of

materials in full fledge.

SHORT TERM PLAN (2021-23) - TiO2 pigment production capacity to reach 40000 TPA by 2023-24 and
PAT level of Rs.315 Cr. and with labeled production.
1. ARP technology modifications for saleable iron oxide (IO) generation and becoming
environmentally sustainable, DCS control system automation and IO go down facility.

Project Summary

With the implementation of the Project, we would be addressing a major
environmental issue currently being faced in terms of impure iron oxide
stored at site as well as generating at around 25000 TPA.
The requirement to store iron oxide (which is currently having chloride
content) gets avoided by making the same saleable at the point of
generation. This would make the construction of new over head IO
storage pond as a no requirement, which would save Rs. 7 Crores per
annum as well as considerable land area.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

46 Cr. Plus taxes/duties

Expected Completion

04/2023

2. Implementation of new 40 TPH Boiler with LNG/FO firing to replace the existing old 33 TPH
Boiler.

Project Summary

The existing old 33 TPH water tube boiler was installed during the
inception of the company as a coal fired system and which got later
converted to Furnace oil fired system. Existing efficiency is around 75 %
only against 87% with new technology boiler. New boiler is envisaged
with the firing of LNG/F.O.
The replacement would bring a savings of Rs. 6 Cr p.a by reduction in F.O
(1400 MTPA).
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Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

32 Cr. Plus taxes

Expected Completion

06/2023

3. Implementation of new Energy Efficient Tickle pre-heater furnaces in the Chlorination plant of the

Company.
Project Summary

The existing tickle pre-heaters in the Chlorination plant was originally
design to carry silica pipes. Due to repeated failures, the silica pipes were
replaced by inconnel and the exit temperature was also reduced to 420
deg.cel from 1000 deg.cel. Hence the efficiency of existing unit remains
less than 50% whereas new furnace can bring efficiency of 80% and
significant savings in fuel viz.LPG.
Savings of Rs. 4 Cr p.a by reduction in LPG (880 MTPA).

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

20 Cr. with taxes/duties

Expected Completion

09/2023

4. Technology up gradation of Mineral Separation Unit equipments to bring higher grade Minerals

Project Summary

Improved recovery and Raw ilmenite quality. This would reduce process
upsets in TiO2 production especially bed draining in Chlorinators. This
also would help our TP unit to reach full capacity utilization of TiO2 to
40000 TPA.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

30 Cr. plus taxes/duties

Expected Completion

06/2023

5. Other debottlenecking/ improvements of the TiO2 pigment production plant viz. Chlorination and

Oxidation plant
Project Summary

Improved plant operation to reach around 40000 TPA TiO2 & enhanced
Tickle production. With the achievement of 40000 TPA capacity at
current level of fixed cost, annual profit would increase by Rs. 40 Crores.
The Project includes addition of many technology upgraded equipment
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additions to the existing circuitry.
1. Addition of two digesters and allied equipments
2. Vertical feed to Chlorinator
3. Improving condensation efficiency
4. New pigment separator vessel
5. 6” Oxidizers etc.
Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

65 Cr. plus taxes/duties

Expected Completion

06/2023

6. Removing chlorides from stock piled iron oxide and ETP sludge-Ore & Coke recovery

Project Summary

Stock piled iron oxide in the pond around 3.5 Lakh MTPA is impure due to
chloride content and creating environmental issues.
With these projects, Environmental issues get resolved and could find
space in IO pond. Also we can recover valuables from ETP. Technology
needs to be sourced for the Project.

7.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

To be assessed with technology

Expected Completion

06/2023

Mining Land Acquisition in new Blocks allotted in the coastal region
Project Summary

As the existing mining block-3 is exhausted and only lean heavy sand is
available, we need to acquire new areas for mining operations so that
required quantity of raw sand for mineral separation is ensured.
Block-1 is envisaged for acquisition in this phase of the master plan.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

140 Crores

Time frame

03/2023
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8. Equipments and facility for producing hydrophobic Tio2 Pigment
Project Summary
Hydrophobic grade of TiO2 pigment is having demand in the segment and
would make our position challenging with a new product down the line.
This requires addition of equipments like micronizer, cyclone, bag filter
etc. in the pigment finishing section of the Plant. Our R&D wing is doing
sufficient research for the development of this pigment grade.
Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

30 Crores plus taxes/duties

Time frame

03/2023

Summary of Investment
Total Investment

: Rs. 438 Cr. Taxes/Duties extra

With the implementation of above short term plans at Rs. 438 Crores, per year TiO2 production
would reach to a level of 40000 TPA. In this cycle, we are envisaging increase of manpower from
current 1500 No.s to 1600 No.s (to reach sanctioned man strength).
By 2024-25, we would become above 1500 Crores annual turnover company and PAT of Rs.315 Cr.
per annum. For short term plan, internal accruals would be utilized.
MEDIUM TERM PLAN (2022-25) - TiO2 pigment production capacity to reach 70000 TPA and
productdiversification
1. Expansion of Mineral Separation Plant from existing 61,600 TPA capacity to 1,50,000 TPA –
Also establishing new blocks mining operation, LTA with IREL etc. for ilmenite.
Project Summary

Ensuring required quality and quantity of Raw Ilmenite for meeting TiO2 plant
capacity expansion to 70000 TPA. This phase includes addition of extra
capacity to mineral separation plant from the current 61600 TPA to 150000
TPA and similar increase would be there for other minerals like Rutile, Zircon,
Sillimanite etc.
Long term agreement with IREL is also planned to ensure required flow of
ilmenite input so that the resources are fully value added. As the company is
operating the mine only in Block-3 & the resources at this location is almost
exhausted, it is necessary to start mining operation in other blocks allotted.
Block-1 -Neendakara is under the process of land acquisition and we need to
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finish this activity before the timelines.
Cost-Indicative
(Rs.)
Time frame

250 Crores plus taxes/duties
2022-25

2. Synthetic Rutile (SR) Plant capacity expansion to cater 70,000 TPA TiO2 capacity, Effluent
Treatment plant etc.
Project Summary

Ensuring required quality and quantity of SR for meeting TiO2 plant capacity
expansion to 70000 TPA. With the successful commissioning of ARP technology
modifications, we would be in a position to expand IBP capacity with existing
Benelite technology so that the project cost wouldbe much lower compared to
other SR process like Becher, upgraded slag electro smelting etc. The expected
project cost is Rs. 200 Crores.
It is also envisaged that to meet the pollution control norms the effluent
treatment plant of the company to be modified and expanded. An amount of
Rs. 50 Crores is included for the same.

Cost-Indicative
(Rs.)
Time frame

Rs. 250 Crores plus taxes/duties
2022-25

3. TiO2 capacity expansion from 40,000 TPA to 70,000 TPA -Phase-1 (with upgraded technology
packages)
Project Summary

The

capacity

expansion

would

increase

the

business

volume,

competitiveness, additional profit etc. The project includes addition of a
higher capacity TiO2 pigment production plant with upgraded technology
part in its Chlorination, Oxidation, pigment finishing, utilities, power etc.
The capacity increase would be 30000 TPA of TiO2 pigment. The stream
would also be able to produce new grade of TiO2 pigment including
hydrophobic grade.
Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

500 Crores plus taxes/duties

Time frame

2022-25
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4.

Commercial scale Nano TiO2 pigment plant of 5000 MTPA capacity
Project Summary

New and diversified product to the market and increase in product mix of
the Company. This includes generation of Titanium Oxychloride from
Titanium tetrachloride and then to Nano TiO2 pigment.
Nano TiO2 has better market price compared to normal TiO2. We needto
gather better commercial level technology for the same.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

100 Crores plus taxes/duties

Time frame

2022-25

5. Mining Land Acquisition in new Blocks allotted in the coastal region
Project Summary

As the existing mining block-3 is exhausted and only lean heavy sand is
available, we need to acquire new areas for mining operations so that
required quantity of sand for mineral separation is ensured.
Block-5 is envisaged for acquisition in this phase of the master plan.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

110 Crores

Time frame

2024-25

Summary of Investment
Total investment envisaged is Rs. 1210 Crores plus taxes/duties. We are envisaging external borrowed
fund of Rs. 400 Crores to complete the execution of this phase along with short term plan. With the
implementation of Phase-1 plan(Medium term), the Company would become above Rs. 2650 Crores
annual turnover firm with a PAT of above Rs. 750 Crores per annum and the employability would reach
2250 No.s from 1600 No.s with the completion of short term plans.
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LONG TERM PLAN (2026-30) – 1,00,000 TPA of TiO2 pigment capacity, new type of pigment, plant for
Titanium metal/alloy etc.
1. TiO2 capacity expansion from 70,000 TPA to 1,00,000 TPA -Phase-2 (with upgraded technology
packages).
Project Summary

The capacity expansion would further increase of the business volume,
competitiveness, additional profit etc. The project includes addition of a
higher capacity TiO2 pigment production plant with upgraded technology
part in its Chlorination, Oxidation, pigment finishing, utilities, power etc. The
capacity increase would be 30000 TPA of TiO2 pigment. The implementation
is going to be started with the stabilization of TiO2 pigment production in
the phase-1 plans to 70000 TPA. Few of the phase-1 latent capacity would
also be utilized at this stage.
The business position of the company would be enough to compete withthe
global TiO2 companies.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)
Time frame

750 Crores plus taxes/duties
2026-30

2. Commercial scale Pearlescent pigment plant and Rare earth element extraction & EV
components plant- JV with IREL
Project Summary

The plan envisages addition of new diversified products into the chain and
the guarded technology to be sourced from the global platform.
Pearlescent pigment is assessed to have good demand in the market
especially automotive industries.
Rare earth element extraction and electric vehicle (EV) components deserve
strategic importance since our country is not having any plant for such
business. In future, there would be switch over of fuel to electric in view of
green norms there by extinction of Petrol/Diesel based automotives from
our roads.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

To be assessed with DPR

Time frame

2022-27
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3. Titanium Metal/Alloy & Sponge plant with commercial technology
Project summary
India is lacking a facility to manufacture Titanium Metal/Alloy & Sponge
in commercial level. The only Titanium sponge is at KMML having a rated
capacity of 500 TPA wouldn’t be enough to remain in strategic position to
manufacture the Ti Metal and which is termed as future metal because of
its strategic importance. We need to gather commercially proven
technology from outside.
Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

To be assessed with DPR

Time frame

2022-27

4. Synthetic Rutile Plant- UG Slag/Modified Becher, to cater expansion and other product
diversification plans.
Project Summary

In order to overcome any uncertainties on the availability of required raw
ilmenite from our coastal sources for long term plan expansion we need
to ensure that a technology to treat various grades of raw ilmenite are
available with us utilizing different technology compared to the existing
Benelite process.
Slag/Modified Becher process based SR manufacturing plant is envisaged
for the incremental capacity expansion envisaged as phase-2 of the
master plan.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

700 Crores plus taxes/duties

Time frame

2026-30

5. Mining Land Acquisition in new Blocks allotted in the coastal region
Project Summary

As the existing mining block-3 is exhausted and only lean heavy sand is
available, we need to acquire new areas for mining operations so that
required quantity of sand for mineral separation is ensured.
Block-7 is envisaged for acquisition in this phase of the master plan and to
be continued.

Cost-Indicative (Rs.)

250 Crores

Time frame

2025-30
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Summary of Investment
Projects under Sl. no. 2 & 3 are envisaged with direct funding from Government- Schemes like
KIIFB. Others through internal accruals
Total Investment for Other Projects

= Rs. 1700 Cr +Taxes/duties

With the implementation of Phase-2 plan (long term), the Company would become a Rs. 5500
Crores annual turnover firm with a PAT of above Rs. 1150 Crores per annum and the
employability would reach 2650 No.s Manpower for plans under technology assessment can
only be identified later.
The cash reserve of the Company at present is around Rs.250 Crores and few of the above
plans are going to be implemented using the reserves, accrued profits, external fund etc. and
further means of external fund(Rs. 400 Cr. for short term & which would get refunded from
internal profit) for such works to be freezed later. External Fund needs to be arranged from
organizations like KIFFB/FI’s/Govt. etc. The plans would get implemented with the approval of
Board and Government of Kerala.
The long term process for acquiring full mining land is continuous and also continue association
with agencies like IREL,MMTC, NMDC etc. for mineral sand supply as contingency measures.
Accordingly, second level expansion of MS plant capacity to be thinked off later as we could
explore possibility of JV with IREL, global LTA etc. for sustainable long run.
While moving ahead, detailed project report needs to be prepared for each major line item
project.
VII. CONCLUSION
As enumerated in the above paragraphs, Company is aiming to become one of the prestigious
Company under Government of Kerala and having strategic edge to the industrial sector of our
Country.
The implementation of the actions as mentioned in this business plan would make the
Company at par with Navaratna Companies of our Country and also generate significant
employment potential.
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